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Next Meeting: 

Tuesday, August 6, Bullock’s BBQ 6:00pm 
Program:  Show and Tell 
By:  Y O U 

March was the last time we dedicated a full meeting 
to show and tell. It's always very popular and 
educational.  Bring something of interest to hams and 
be prepared to spend about five  minutes talking 
about it.  

Maybe you got an interesting birthday present. That's 
fair game.  Projects, techniques, experiences with 
equipment, reports of successes, reports of 
instructive failures, kits, and home-brews, all sound 
good. Use your imagination and share! 

Gift: Tower & Yagis from KI4JWA 

The DFMA has received a generous gift of a crank-up 
tower and two Yagi antennas from Bill Foard, 
KI4JWA, a former DFMA member.  These items are 
currently housed at Wilson’s (W4BOH) QTH.  I’ve 
included descriptive information below.  If you are 
interested in one or more of these items, send email 
to KU4GC (ku4gc@amsat.org), making an offer.  All 
proceeds go to the DFMA. 

EZ Way model RBS-40 tower 
This is a 40’ two section crank-up tilt-over tower.  
Here is a link to a pdf with a brochure 
kg4ojt.com/files/EZ-Way/EZ-WayBrochure.pdf 

Wilson describes it as follows: 

Light duty 40’ crankup/tilt tower with dirt base pole,  
(It has a base that doesn’t need concrete or hooking 
to the house.)  It needs restringing (lift cable shot) 
and the base could use sandblasting and painting 
before going underground. 

Cushcraft 3-element Yagi model A-3 (10, 15 20) 
Here is a link to the latest  version 
www.cushcraftamateur.com/Product.php?productid=A-3S 

Wilson describes it as follows: 
Low end Yagi. Looks OK but needs traps checked and 
complete joint cleaning/tuning. 

Cushcraft 3-element Yagi model  A-3W (12, 17) 
Here is a link to the latest  version 
www.cushcraftamateur.com/Product.php?productid=A-3WS 

Wilson describes it as follows: 
Low end Yagi. Looks OK but needs traps checked and 
complete joint cleaning/tuning. 

Again, if interested in any of these items, send an 
offer to Dee, KU4GC at ku4gc@amsat.org   In effect 
this will be an online auction and active participants 
will be kept up-to-date. 

DFMA Elections 

At its last meeting, the DFMA Board, acting as an ad 
hoc nominating committee, proposed the following 
slate of candidates. 
President: Skip Proctor,   N4SKP 
Vice President: Michael North, KK4EIB 
Treasurer: MK Ramm, W4MKR 
Secretary: Dee Ramm, KU4GC 
Repeater Manager: Charlie Durst, NC4CD 
Board Member (2 year term) Dan Eddleman, KR4UB 
Board Member (2 year term) Pete Slugg, K4PHS 
(Karen Snyder, KD4YJZ, and Skip are slated for the 
2nd years of their 2 year terms.  If Skip is elected 
president, we will need to also fill a 1-year opening 
on the Board.) 

Remember, these are just nominations.  Additional 
nominations from the floor are in order. 

Thanks to Michael for standing for a 2nd term.  Vice 
President is often considered the hardest job in the 
club.  Please, all, help him come up with programs so 
the DFMA can continue its reputation for excellent 
programs. W4BOH with disassembled Yagis and Tower 

mailto:ku4gc@amsat.org
http://www.kg4ojt.com/files/EZ-Way/EZ-WayBrochure.pdf
http://www.cushcraftamateur.com/Product.php?productid=A-3S
http://www.cushcraftamateur.com/Product.php?productid=A-3WS
mailto:ku4gc@amsat.org
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MCU – Fast Forward 

-  Lowell Tieszen , KK4PH 

“This is Whisky Romeo Four Alpha Gulf Charlie in Fox 
Mike Zero Five” 
 

In the last year or so, the MCU has been taken out for 
more than five events including: 
• Creekside Elementary School Science Fair 
• DurHamFest 
• Field Day 
• Touch a Truck 
• Habitat Halloween bicycle ride 
 

We could get more value from the MCU if it would be 
taken out for more events.   
On one of the local repeaters one morning some 
operators were talking about working a contest as a 
“rover”, and I thought “We could do that!”.  The MCU 
would make a great “rover” station.  By ARRL 
definition “A rover is comprised of no more than two 
operators that moves among two or more grid 
squares during the course of a contest. ...” The text 
goes on to say that there can be additional persons 
participate as “observers”. 

Perhaps we can find a high location for the UHF 
Contest (above 222 MHz) August 3-4 to try things 
out.  Then we plan for a coordinated effort for the 
more interesting VHF (Above 50 MHz) contest 
September 14-16.  We could plan for two locations 
starting on a high spot in grid square FM05 probably 
in Orange or Chatham County, then move to FM06 
somewhere in Northern Durham or Person County. 
 
We would need to round up some equipment, but we 
have a start.  The MCU has the FT-947D which covers 
144 Mhz CW/SSB and 430Mhz CW/SSB.  144 Mhz, 
220 MHz and 430 MHz beam antennas are available.  

Radios for 220 MHz, 902Mhz and 1,296 MHz CW/SSB 
would be helpful. 
 
Anyone else interested in working these contests in 
the MCU?  Let me, or one of the DFMA board 
members, know of your interest. 
 

The Classic Exchange (CX) 

Twice a year a group of old radio aficionados (Yes, 
Dorothy, many of the aficionados are old too, BUT 
NOT ALL!!)  invades the HF bands to operate their old 
radios.   It’s sort of a contest, with scoring taking a 
back seat to getting on with all manner of 
boatanchors and homebrew gear and contacting 
other aficionados.  Scoring is primarily the number of 
QSOs times the cumulative age of the equipment 
used.  You can use as many TX and RX as you like, but 
three QSOs must be made with a piece of gear before 
it counts in your age total.  YOUR age does not count!  
Naturally the people with 20-25 RX/TX pairs sweep 
the score totals, but we all have fun.  My best scorer is 
a Hammarlund Comet Pro (1935) previously owned 
by the original W4BOH, Wilson, sr. 
  
CX happens twice yearly, in January and September.  
January is past, so get ready for Sept.   AM, SSB, FM is 
Sept. 15, 9 AM Eastern Time on Sunday to 3 AM 
Eastern Time Monday. 
CW CX is Sept. 22, 9 AM Eastern Time on Sunday to 3 
AM Eastern Time Monday 
  
So, if you enjoy operating or contacting old rigs, 
please join us in September or next January.  Full info 
is at classicexchange.org 
  
By the way, the big light bulb (tower beacon) atop my 
old wooden rack rig is acting as a dummy load at 
about 400W, tuned by the not so old MFJ tuner under 
it.  Now on with my story.  Many other stories are in 
the newsletter at classicexchange.org. 
73, Wilson, W4BOH 
 

Another CX Weekend 

Wilson, W4BOH 

Well, he did it again.  Twice a year Mac reminds me of 
CX and awakens my killer instinct and lust for 
competition.  Invariably, this results in complete 
disruption of my already unconscionably messy 
basement shack, because I have to disconnect and 
move whatever modern gear may be in use, find 
some antiquated junk (AJ) with which to replace it, 
get the junk working, and set it up in a semi 
convenient operational configuration.  This takes 

 
The MCU in the Field Day bustle 

Picture courtesy of N4SKP 

http://classicexchange.org/
http://classicexchange.org/
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anywhere from a couple of hours to a couple of days, 
depending on what AJ I get out and what I have to do 
to make it “work”.  A few years ago, when I was 
younger and more ambitious, I got out so much AJ 
that I was almost too tired to operate it.  Now, I’m 
more focused on making lots of contacts and new 
friends, which means I choose a small amount of AJ, 
try to make it work properly, and have enough 
energy left to operate the key (no phone CX yet).  
With this philosophy, I get to talk to more people, but 
of course not enough to make even a so-so score.   
I’ve been harping at Mac for several years to give us a 
scoring category for lazy ops like me, say three 
TX/RX setups max, so we can get on a list above the 
50% rank now and then.  Maybe he’ll think about 
this, since he has so little to do otherwise. 
 
So last time I dragged out the wooden rack rig I’ve 
had for several years, a Meissner Signal Shifter and 
Dad’s Comet Pro and Drake 2-B.  This doesn’t sound 
like much and, in fact, the Comet and 2-B were no 
trouble and the Meissner was only a little trouble, 
because it’s obvious that no amount of work I could 
do in a reasonable time would make it better.  Then 
there’s the wooden rack.  I’ve circulated quite a few 
pictures of it, but never given much of a rundown of 
its configuration or characteristics.  For scoring, I’ve 
been claiming 1940, but at least some of it is clearly 
older.  I have three chassis, one wood and two steel, 
with usable circuitry.  There are several more 
wooden chassis with no circuitry, which suggests that 
the initial build was well earlier.  The populated 
chassis are an exciter (6V6-807), a medium size 
triode amp (809, 811, 812), and a large triode amp in 
which I have installed an 810.  There were no power 
components at all, so I just set a couple of on-hand 
supplies in the rack, with no regard for authenticity.  
Then I got some HDVL (KW, swinging link) coils and 
had the big amp going, at fairly low power, pretty 
quickly.  The circuitry was trivial to dope out, so the 

lack of docs was not important and I soon had it up to 
300-350W.  That’s with about 1500V on the final, 
which I drove with a Collins 310-B or an Icom 730.  
With 2500V the old 810 should do 750W, but that’s 
another step reserved for later.  Who knows, if I go to 
2500V I might even put some screen around the 
monster, just in case… 
 
The exciter, however, was another story.  Still simple 
circuitry, but more involved than the final.  There are 
a 6V6 osc and an 807 output.  The 6V6 was 
switchable from TriTet to grid-plate configuration, 
which I had never seen but found in lots of old 
handbooks.  It’s a great idea, to get better harmonic 
output from the expensive (in the old days) crystals 
and work multiple bands.  The exciter has the worst 
wiring I’ve ever seen in a HB rig, but it didn’t take 
“long” to find out there was a wiring error in the 
switching circuit, which prevented the oscillator from 
working in TriTet mode!  Once found, that was easily 
fixed and some heating of marginal connections had 
the oscillator running.  The 807 stage had no real 
issues and came right up, once I found enough five 
pin coils, mostly B&W, to populate the three sockets 
necessary for operation.  If using the TriTet 
configuration, I’d have needed FOUR!  The 6V6 and 
807, though only six inches apart, are LINK COUPLED, 
from the 6V6 plate coil, through four inches of cloth 
lamp cord, to the 807 grid coil. Works fine!  There are 
quirks, of course.  The 807 is neutralized, so it takes 
JCL or JVL type coils, or Bud equivalents.  There are 
jacks for metering osc. Plate, 807 grid, and 807 plate 
currents.  Meters were wildly expensive in the “good 
old days”, so one meter on the smaller amp has a cord 
and phone plug to reach any of these jacks.  Yes, the 
600V 807 plate lead has a phone jack on the front 
panel!  It has a plastic shield, but remains very 
accessible, should one desire a shock! 
 

 
Pictures for this article courtesy of W4BOH 
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I had put off getting the exciter going, being generally 
lazy, but finally decided I had to see it through for this 
CX. Once the aforementioned circuitry was
understood/cleaned up, there was no real problem
hooking up a power supply and getting it to put out
about 30W!  Then I was ready to connect it to the 801
and check for smoke.  The 810 is biased way beyond
cutoff, so not having drive is not a problem and but
once another five pin coil was found for the 810 grid,
I had drive!  Oh yes, there are three feet or so
between the exciter output and the 810, so I located a
piece of authentic, antique, dirty, yellow lamp cord to
bridge the gap.  It worked fine and I had 50mA of grid
current!

Not being content with that triumph, I connected the 
Shifty Signal Shifter to the link on the 807 grid coil 
and bang, I had a variable frequency rig.  In fact, the 
frequency varied a little at the beginning of every dit 
and dah!  It stayed mostly within CX receiver 
passbands, however, and I was able to make a few 
QSOs.  I even got an unsolicited email saying I had 
“some” chirp!  I wonder if he thought I didn’t know? 

So that’s about all that’s fit to tell.  I made quite a few 
contacts, mostly crystal controlled (some chirp with 
crystal too), with the wooden rig and both receivers.  
It’s always fun to see if anyone has worse tone than I, 
and sure enough, they usually do!  Once again the old 
end fed wire zigzagging up from the basement into 
the trees got quite a few good reports and I had a lot 
of fun thinking of the old rigs I hadn’t heard since last 
CX. The woodstove kept the coffee hot and the shack 
warm and there were no household emergencies 
(How do you set the clock on the microwave?  Why 
won’t the TV come on?  Why is there no firewood in 
the living room? Etc), so all was well in radioland for 
another good get together on the airwaves.  I hope 
you can find my chirp in September, Wilson, 
W4BOH

Club Meeting Minutes 

Durham FM Association (DFMA) 
DFMA Meeting - 7/9/13 - KU4GC Secretary 

Location:  Bennett Pointe Grill, Durham  
Attending:  Steve, W3AHL; Dewey, WA4AHR; Wilson, 
W4BOH; Mike, KK4BPH; Charlie, NC4CD; Terry, 
WD4CEE; Justin, KD4CPM; Michael, KK4EIB; Dee, 
KU4GC; MK, W4MKR; Wayne, KJ4GDW; Rhett, 
KE4HIH; Joanna, KE4QOZ;  Jim, W4KSZ; Roy, 
WA2JLW; Vlad, KK4MRE; Duke, K2MZ; Nancy;   Mark, 
KJ4NPF; Lad, W4ORD; Jeff, KK4QMB; Dick, WA2ROC; 
Bob, W4RWC; Dave, W4SAR; Karen, KD4YJZ; Skip, 
N4SKP; Dan, KR4UB; Don, KE4UVJ; Rich, KD6VK 
A total of 29 attending, 28 of them  hams. 

President - Bob, W4RWC, called the meeting to order 
at 7:00 pm. 

REPORTS 

Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB 
No report. 

Secretary - Dee, KU4GC 
No report. 

Treasurer - MK, W4MKR 
  

Members: 84  in good standing (who had paid 2013 
dues by the end of the meeting) 

Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD 
Charlie reported that work on the TV Hill  system had 
taken a backseat to Field Day. 
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Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR 
Dave reported that the feedback on the new site had 
been very positive.  The only serious problem was 
electrical noise from the street lights which caused 
serious problems for 80 meter phone.  Preliminary 
totals show several hundred points more than last 
year.  With respect to the bonus points, we did not 
get a satellite contact and did not have an elected 
official visit.   However, it looks like we did get all 100 
points for five youth operators.  The (preliminary) 
grand total is 17795 points for this year’s 9 Alpha 
operation. 

Door Prizes 
Don, KE4UVJ, won an LED flashlight.  Wilson, 
W4BOH, won a $50 ARRL gift certificate. 

Program: The Global Positioning  System (GPS) 
Michael, KK4EIB 

Michael gave a very interesting and comprehensive 
report on the Global Positioning System that we all 
use. 

The system is run by the Department of Defense 
(DOD), more specifically the US Air Force.  It involves 
32 active satellites at an altitude of 12,500 miles with 
an orbit  time of exactly 11 hour 58 minutes.  The 
orbits are in 6 different planes so that at any given 
time six or more satellites are “visible” at any 
location.  Since 1983 there have been 65 satellites 
involved with five generations reflecting 
improvements over time.   When satellites “die”, they 
are pushed into higher orbits at approximately 
125,000 miles where they should stay for thousands 
of years.   

The communications for the civilian side is  at 
1,575.42 MHz (19cm) which puts it in the microwave 
band.  These signals readily penetrate clouds, snow, 
and rain but not earth, water,  and metal.  Each 
satellite has four atomic clocks with an accuracy of 
one in 10^13 (approximately one second in 30,000 
years).  One clock is used at a time.   When one fails, 
the next takes over.  (When all are dead, the satellite 
is spent.)  To get a location, three satellites are 
needed (not all in a straight line).  Multipath errors 
can be caused by signals bouncing off something. 

Michael also mentioned systems being built in Russia, 
Europe, China, and Japan.  These are still far from 
competing with the American system. 

Meeting adjourned. 

Board Meeting Minutes 

Durham FM Association (DFMA) 
Board Meeting - 7/16/13 - KU4GC, Secretary 

Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham 
Attending: Charlie, NC4CD; Dee, KU4GC; MK, 
W4MKR; Bob, W4RWC; Skip, N4SKP; Michael, 
KK4EIB; Dan, KR4UB 

President - Bob, W4RWC, called the meeting to order 
at 7:00pm.   

REPORTS 

Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB 
Michael reported that for August,  he is working on a 
NearSpace program including the video from their 
latest launch.  He also reported on the latest launch 
which started at the Durham Bulls Athletic Park and 
was lost at over 60,000 feet. 

Treasurer - MK, W4MKR 
 

Current members: 84 are paid up so far for this year. 

Secretary - Dee, KU4GC 
The 6/18/13 Board minutes and the 7/9/13 Meeting 
minutes were approved as distributed.   

Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD 
Due to Field Day and the marriage of Lowell’s son, 
not much has been attempted towards the software 
end of getting the VA repeaters moved to TV Hill.  
Charlie plans to try to put a remote receiver for the 
147.225 as an experiment (and, in effect, see if split 
operation improved the noise problem on the 225). 

OLD BUSINESS 
- Dee reported that Wilson, W4BOH, had picked up
the Bill Foard (KI4JWA) gift of the 40’ crank-up tower
and the two Yagi antennas.  Discussion revealed that
there was no interest in keeping any of the items for
DFMA use.
[A subsequent email vote of the DFMA Board
authorized Dee, KU4GC, to sell the equipment on
behalf of the DFMA.]

- There was some brief discussion of the previous gift
which had left the DFMA with a complete HF station
including the Yaesu FT450-AT.  This had been
designated to be used as a portable station and
packaging for that use is still pending.   Possible use
in the MCU came up, but was not pursued.  Possible
use as a loaner to new DFMA members  wanting to
try out HF was also suggested.
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- Dee noted that there were a handful of mostly 2012
members who had not renewed their membership.  It
was agreed that sending them a low-key email
reminder was appropriate.

NEW BUSINESS 
The Board acting as a nominating committee 
discussed election of officers to be held at the next 
(August) meeting.  The current  Vice President, 
Treasurer, Secretary, and Repeater Manager were 
willing to stand for another term (with the proviso 
that the VP be given a lot of help with future 
programs.)   Candidates were identified and a final 
list will depend on contacting some of the people 
involved.  Dee agreed to make the contacts.   

Bob, W4RWC, brought up that Paul, K4OXN, would 
like to step down as Hamfest Chair.  However, that is 
not an elected position and need not be dealt with at 
the next meeting.  But, we are looking for volunteers 
for that position and for the ARES EC position and 
would love to hear from anyone interested in 
stepping up to one of these. 

Meeting adjourned. 

On the Internet 

Nice write up on WWVB. 
wired.com/wiredscience/2013/07/wwvb-time-radio 
73 Larry K1ZW 

Buy – Sell – Trade 

Beach House for Rent 
My wife and I do not rent our beach house on a 
regular basis. We have talked it over and since the 
HAMs in the area have been so helpful to me I would 
like to show my gratitude. If anyone in your club is 
interested in going to the beach for a vacation please 
contact me for more details. 
Steve Bartis - K1MAR steve.bartis@duke.edu 

Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens 
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.  
The power transformers can be used for power 
supply construction.  Thanks. 
Wilson – W4BOH 

For Sale: Tower and Yagis 
See the story on page one. 

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details) 

8/6      6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ 
8/10    10am VE Session, Orange County EOC
8/12    7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
8/20    7pm DFMA Board Meeting, NC4CD Offices 
8/31&9/1    7am Shelby Hamfest, Shelby (!)  
9/3      6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ 
4B 

73 - Dee, KU4GC, editor 
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org 
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting 
(Images courtesy of KU4GC or as credited) 

Web Site: dfma.org

http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2013/07/wwvb-time-radio
mailto:ku4gc@amsat.org

